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Abstract Automatic Systems for Monitor and Control

To meet its objective of reducing operations costs without
incurring a corresponding increase in risk, NASA is seeking
new methods to automate mission operations. This paper
examines the state of the art in automating ground operations
for space missions. A summary of available technologies and
methods for automating mission operations is provided.
Responses from interviews with several space mission FOTs
(Flight Operations Teams) to assess the degree and success of
those technologies and methods implemented are presented.

Mission operators that were interviewed approached
automation using different tools and methods resulting in
varying degrees of success - from nearly completely
automated to nearly completely manual. Two key criteria for
successful automation are the active participation of the FOT
in the planning, designing, testing, and implementation of the
system and the relative degree of complexity of the mission.

Introduction

To reduce cost and manpower, future NASA space
missions, especially those involving multiple spacecraft

such as constellations and formations, are seeking to

automate mission operations. Some progress has been
achieved in automating MOCCs (Mission Operations

Control Centers) over the past several years. Systems
controlled and monitored in a MOCC include the

spacecraft bus, payload instruments, command and control
systems, ground stations, communication networks and

data systems. These systems must function 24 hours per
day and must be monitored either by a person or by a
computer. In principle, the more automated the functions,

the more cost-effective operation of the remote system
becomes.

This paper examines the current state of the art in

automating ground operations for space missions. First, a

summary of available technologies and methods for
automating mission operations at GSFC is provided. Next,
responses from interviews with the FOTs from several

missions at NASA are presented. These interviews were

conducted to assess the degree of automation implemented
in their respective space missions, to study each unique

approach, and to assess their relative degrees of success.
Finally, a recommendation for future work in automating
mission operations is provided.

Methods currently available for automating a MOCC are

summarized below. Some are in use at the present, while

others are in the development phase. All are loosely based
on three approaches: Rule-Based Expert Systems,
Procedural/Scripting Based Systems and Finite State

Modeling.

Rule-Based Expert Systems

Rule-Based Expert Systems capture the knowledge of an
expert and define rules to apply this information in a given

situation or problem. In this case, they are used to
duplicate operator interaction with the spacecraft. At the

heart of the expert system is an inference engine, which

matches the data to the appropriate response or rule.
Several expert system shells have real-time applications

to mission operations. These include RT Works, G2/IMT
and GenIE/GenSAA. All three have been considered for

application to GSFC missions [Bane 1996]. All three
consist of graphical interfaces with which to build expert

systems as well as an interface for real-time data.

GenlE/GenSAA was developed at GSFC and has been
successfully applied on a number of missions. Neither RT
Works nor G2/IMT has had much use at GSFC likely due
to the success of GenlE/GenSAA.

GeniE (Generic Inferential Executor) is a graphical tool
that allows a CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production

Shell) expert system to automate real-time spacecraft pass
operations, including commanding. GeniE applications
duplicate the routine monitoring, decision-making, and
actions of FOT personnel. GeniE is an extension of

GenSAA (Generic Spacecraft Analyst Assistant), which

was developed as a mission operations tool for creating the
knowledge base and was demonstrated at GSFC in the
early 1990's. For more information see URL:

http://aaap rod.gsfc.nasa.gov/gensaaL
GenSAA/GenlE was initially chosen for use in the

APOCC (Automated Payload Operations Control Center),
which was designed for use with the TPOCC

(Transportable Payload Operations Control Center)
command and control system developed at GSFC in the

mid 1990's. APOCC was developed for the EUVE
(Extreme Ultra-Violet Explorer) mission to prepare for its

move to the University of California, Berkley [LMSMSS
1997]. The use of GenlE/GenSAA in several missions, as



ssilbediscussedin theinterviewsection,wasbasedonthe
APOCCapproach,

GenSAAalh_s,,suserstocreatehighlygraphicalmission
healthandsafetymonitoringandtimltisolationsystems
ssithoutrequiringanysource-codeprogramminginCLIPS.
A graphicaluserinterface(GUI)is usedto designand
buildamodelof thesystem(e.g..spacecraftsubsystems),
allowingtheusertodefinefromsimpletocomplexrules
t\whowGenSAAshouldinterpretandreactto incoming
data.GenSAAalsoprovidesadataacquisitioncomponent,
whichallowstheexpertsystemtointeractdirectlywiththe
TPOCC data server.

To support GeniE, new features were implemented in
GenSAA that allow applications to act by invoking STOL

(System Test and Operations-Language) directives and
procedures. Thus GeniE is capable of interactively

sending commands to a spacecraft through TPOCC. For
automated mission operations, a script that duplicates the

routine monitoring, decision-making and actions of flight
operations personnel controls a GeniE application. Pass

scripts are individual tasks that are organized in a
flowchart-like structure. This structure represents the

sequence of time-constrained decisions and actions, plus
background monitoring activities, which are performed by

flight operations teams during a pass.

Procedural or Scripting Based Systems

A procedural or script-based system differs from an
expert system in that there is no knowledge-base structure

or intelligence inherent in the system. Instead, rules are
established which are directly matched to a single action.

Only one rule can be applied at a time and only one point

can be examined at any given instant by a script. Typically
these systems are highly mission-specific and are

developed specifically for that particular command and
control system.

Many spacecraft have based their approach to automation

on procedures or scripts written in languages like STOL or
SCL (Spacecraft Control Language). These scripts and
procedures contain rudimentary "if-then" rules for

operating the spacecraft.

STOL is the most common scripting language used in
MOCCs at GSFC. ASIST (Advanced Spacecraft
Integration and System Test), TPOCC, and ITOS

(Integrated Test and Operations System) all provide
versions of STOL that can call UNIX shells and PERL

scripts directly. One version of ASIST, developed for the
IMAGE (Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global

Exploration) mission, permits multiple STOL procedures
to run unassisted. Of all the COTS tools available, only

SCL has an on-board interpreter.
SCL includes an on-board element that can interpret

higher lever commands and, through on-board rules,
generate detailed payload and spacecraft commands. SCL

is unique among scripting languages in that it combines
features of a traditional scripting language, such as STOL,

and which hits the logic capture capability of a rule-based

expert system and the functionality of a database definition
language. The SCL architecture consists of several

modules that together can form the control system core.

SCL, when combined with other products for displaying
telemetry and a mission planning system, can be used as

the primary command and control software in a control

center. Functions are added by integrating with existing
MOCC hardware and software components, graphical
elements, other 3 rd party products and new custom code.
For more information on SCL see URL:

http://www.interfacecontrol.conffproduct.htm

Finite State Modeling

Finite state modeling represents a new approach to
command and control systems for mission operations. Its

approach to automation relies upon the creation of models
representing the various states of a spacecraft component

which are computed based on telemetry data. Component
states can then be used to define subsystem states, and

ultimately the spacecraft state. In this manner, various
high-level spacecraft states (e.g. maneuvering,

communicating or observing) can be represented by
vectors of low-level component states and their scalar

magnitudes. Transitions between states can be defined by
linear mappings whose matrix inverses implicitly define
the commands needed to enact the transitions. In this

manner, finite state modeling can be used to automate
spacecraft commanding. Two tools permitting state

modeling currently exist at GSFC - Altair and a new
version of GeniE,

At a high level, Altair has a state description facility that
lets engineers and investigators describe and name

spacecraft states in terms of telemetry variable ranges and
tolerances; a state detection engine uses these descriptions

to classify what the craft is currently doing. At a lower
level, Altair has its own commanding language which is a
set of extensions to the UNIX csh shell. Thus, like STOL,

Altair's commanding language can interface directly with
the underlying UNIX operating system to activate scripts.
For more information about Altair, see URL:

http://www.altair.com

Altair is being considered or has been considered for
several missions at GSFC. An Altair system is being

developed as a prototype for the MAP (Microwave
Anisotropy Probe} mission, but at this writing there are no
plans are to implement Altair as MAP's primary command

and control system. Also, a test of Altair's concept is
being devised lbr an experiment on the WIRE spacecraft.

Mission Interviews

Interview, s were conducted with FOT members of nine

current missions to assess the degree and success of
automating operations. Responses are summarized in
Table 1. Note that MAP is not yet operational. [t can be



seen that autt)mation yielded dramatic reductions in

mission operatitms staff on the GRO. RXTE and IMAGE

missions. None currently has "'round-trip" automation. One

mission, RXTE, is capable of routinely transmitting stored

command loads automatically and only IMAGE automates

its mission planning. The follow sections summarize each

mission's approach to automation and assess their

respective success.

MA P/IMA G E

IMAGE and MAP are two spacecrafls that will

eventually share the same control center and the same

operational team. Both systems embraced automation

early in their development and included the FOT in the

concept development and as a part of the I & T (Integration

and Test) team. Critical components of the automated

control center were written and tested by FOT members

during spacecraft I & T.

IMAGE was launched in March of 2000. By August of

that year, its control center was operating "lights out", i.e.,

operators and engineers staff the control center only during

the nominal daylight shift, The IMAGE spacecraft has no

propulsion system and an uncomplicated navigation

system, which simplifies Mission Planning and command

load generation when compared to more complex missions

like GRO. RXTE and Terra.

A routine commanding system for verification and

retransmission of science data was developed by the FOT.

Science data downlink verification is automatically

checked by the system _o verify that packets have been

received. The system generates a table of commands to

send to the spacecraft to downlink missing blocks of data.

The ASIST command and control software was upgraded

for IMAGE to permit execution of simultaneous STOL

procedures to monitor data. The SERS (Satellite

Emergency Response System) is used to page operators

when there are problems. SERS provides information on

the nature of the problem by using event messages from

ASIST.

Table 1 - Summary of Project Automation for GSFC Mission

NA= Not Applicable; -- = No data available; NYL = Not Yet Launched

Functions
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Project MAP
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Launch Date 2001(est.)

Date Automated NYL
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Staff after
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Remaining manu:tl tasks tbr the IMAGE FOT include
verifying and uplinking stored command sequences,

scheduling DSN Deep Space Network supports and
reviewing trend data.

The MAP mission v_ill build upon IMAGE's success and

further the path towards full automation. MAP will use the

MOPS (Mission Operations Planning System), an Oracle-
based planner, in concert with ASIST to verify and
transmit both routine commands for data downlink as well

as stored command sequences. In contrast to IMAGE,

MAP has a propulsion system. The MOPS system in

concert with an FOT developed automated navigation
system will execute and monitor spacecraft maneuvers.
MAP's system automates all routine real-time and mission

planning functions; plotting and reviewing trend data
remains the sole manual task.

The success of IMAGE and MAP in automating mission

operations lies in the integration of the FOT into the I&T
teams, and in the simplicity and robustness of the

spacecraft design. FOT members were certified as Test
Conductors at the factory and tested many of the

automation methods used on-orbit along with other
spacecraft systems. This process permitted IMAGE to go
"lights" out" in a record 3 months after launch. IMAGE

would actually have been automated sooner were it not for

a failure on-board, requiring a major work-around and
software patch.

MAP and IMAGE are relatively simple missions from a
mission-planning standpoint and, since they are survey
missions, a data loss can be tolerated. For missions where

data collection translates directly into dollars or where

unique and timely data must be collected at any cost, this
simple approach might be less applicable.

ALT,MR was considered for the MAP system and, in
fact, continues to develop components for the system. It is

expected that someday the Altair state engine will, as a
minimum, execute in the background, but further
integration with MAP systems has been delayed until after
launch.

GRO/RXTE

The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) was on-orbit from

April 1991 through June 2000. Upon completion of its
initial 2.5-year and subsequent 5-year extended mission,
funding reductions rendered automation a necessity.

The GRO system was developed using a very small team
of developers co-located in the GRO POCC (Payload

Operations Control Center) with FOT personnel where
they worked side-by-side to develop the rules for the

expert system. GenSAA/GenlE was used to set up the
CLIPS expert system to monitor state-of-health data and

Genie was used to send routine commands and to notify
operators in case of anomalies. Various UNIX and PERL

scripts were used to monitor ground systems when
operators were not present. With the exception of the
transmission of the stored command load and Mission

Planning. the GRO system was fully automated. GRO was

a fairly c_mplex mission ,,_,ith pointing requirements and
four on-board instruments and it used the TDRS network.

Mission planning functions were thus more complicated
than for MAP or IMAGE.

The RXTE (Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer) was launched

in December 1995. During spacecraft deployment,
RXTE's Solar Arrays developed a crack. While the solar

arrays function for routine data collection, extended

periods of direct exposure to sunlight could end the
mission. Thus, a quick response time is essential to the

RXTE mission. Accordingly, RXTE is staffed 16 hours
per day seven days a week even though this mission is

highly automated and would otherwise be capable of
lights-out operation. However, the controllers have

assumed the responsibility for mission planning as a result
of the automation. This is an example of how automation

can increase staff efficiency.
RXTE uses the TPOCC command and control software

and so adopted the GenSAA/GenlE approach. RXTE
implemented an automated control center similar to GRO.

As GRO was able to leverage lessons development
performed for APOCC, so RXTE was able to leverage

development performed for GRO. At this writing, a similar
approach for the ACE mission is under development.

SMEX

The Small Explorer (SMEX) missions share a POCC and
have common ground systems. They all use ITOS as their

command and control system, two (and occasionally three)
ground stations (Poker Flats, Wallops and McMurdo), and

in-house mission planning systems.
STOL procedures within ITOS are used to monitor the

system when an operator is not present. Like ASIST,
ITOS STOL can call UNIX and PERL scripts directly

permitting full ground system control. These STOL
procedures are developed and implemented by the FOT.
SERS is used to page the FOT when off-nominal

conditions are detected. In general, however, these
procedures send only routine commands including

commands required for science data collection. Stored
command loads are still transmitted manually,

Two SMEX missions were fully automated with the

exception of Mission Planning for testing purposes and, in
one case, in preparation for delivery to another site. The

WIRE mission was operated for nearly three months

automatically. The FAST system was also operated lights-
out for three months prior to its delivery to the University
of California, Berkley. Automation for WIRE and FAST

was accomplished using the ITOS version of STOL and
combined with UNIX and PERL scripts to control ground
data flow.

FUSE

The FUSE (Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer)
mission, launched in June 1999, is operated by JHU/APL



tJohnHopkinsUniversity'sAppliedPhysicsLaboratory)
in Baltimore,Maryland. ASIST wasusedl'_r the
spacecraftin i&T andSCLwasusedfortheInstrument.
SCLwascombinedwithSAMMI, a telemetry display tool
used by ASIST, fi_r use in the MOCC. This combination

necessitated translating spacecraft scripts required tot

mission operations from STOL to SCL prior to launch.
Choosing SAMMI as the telemetry display reduced the

amount of time required to create telemetry display pages.

The FUSE team built a ground station at the University
of Puerto Rico as its primary ground station. This ground

station is fully automated including scheduling and

monitor tasks. It can be manually controlled from the
MOCC at JHU if necessary. FUSE operations remain

largely manual requiring the presence of two operators 24
hours a day 7 days per week.

Although it was used during I & T only for the

instrument, SCL is used for all commanding in on-orbit
operations. However, only the instrument makes use of

SCL's on-board capabilities that permit a higher level of
commanding due to its on-board interpreter and resident

scripts. The spacecraft has a traditional stored command
system wherein commands to perform housekeeping

functions such as loading a state vector for navigation or

turning on a transmitter are time-tagged and stored on-
board directly.

The FOT was not involved in the I&T phase and only
became involved late in the mission development phase.

Thus the focus of the FOT was to prepare the MOCC for

launch and routine mission operations rather than to
automate mission operations functions, The FUSE

mission operations team is currently considering ways of
automating their control center in preparation for their

extended mission, which begins in late 2002.

Landsat 7

The Landsat 7 satellite was launched in April 1999. The
TPOCC system is used for command and control.

Recently, the FOT developed a means of automating
spacecraft monitoring to enable un-staffed operations in

the MOCC during off-shifts. This scheme, called LOOFA
(Landsat On-Orbit Flight Automation) uses STOL

procedures to configure for contacts and to check
incoming telemetry data. Scripts are also executed to
monitor the status of the MOCC hardware and software.

The system automatically pages an operator when

anomalous telemetry or system values are detected.
A key enabling factor in this approach is that no other

functions such as commanding or recorder management
are required on the off-shifts. This simplifies the task

required of automation since commanding, mission
planning and ground station maintenance are not

addressed. While other Landsat 7 mission operations are
not automated, development and implementation of the
LOOFA system by the FOT eliminates routine off-shift

operations with minimal development costs.

T&'i"rll

Launched December 1999, "Ferra's original mission
operations concept envisioned a highly automated ground

system. One year prior to launch it became clear that the

automated system would not work and a replacement was
quickly found. This change limited development time for

the mission operations system and resulted in a system

that, while tully functional, does not provide the integrated
automated system originally envisioned. The ECLIPSE

system is used for satellite command and control. A

separate system, EPOCH 2000, is used to communicate
with the NCC (Network Control Center). EPOCH 2000

and its partner tool, ABE, are used to provide offline

analysis and trending support. Terra employs a mission-
specific application for mission-planning support based

referred to as the Mission Management System (MMS).

Unlike simpler missions such as MAP, IMAGE and the
SMEX series of spacecraft, Terra has four instruments on

board and requires detailed mission planning. ECLIPSE
does not yet have the capability to interact with the NCC

for monitoring and configuring TDRSS support, so the
FOT must use the separate EPOCH 2000 for that purpose.

This problem will be corrected in a future delivery,
however this is one example of the manual nature of

Terra's mission operations,

Terra is staffed with four operators 24 hours per day 7
days per week to operate the satellite and ground systems.
While a few areas have been semi-automated, Such as the

generation of trending plots and reports, in general Terra
operations are not yet automated. Terra's FOT is currently

investigating ways of automating their mission operations
to reduce manpower and cost.

HST

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) mission operations
system was also developed at GSFC. HST, launched in

April 1990, is unique among missions in that once every
three years, HST requires a Shuttle-based manned mission
for servicing. This fact alone changes the nature of

mission operations and requires that a knowledgeable and
well-trained staff be available to support and plan the

servicing missions. Thus there is limited motivation to
implement full automation.

HST has reduced its console staff (24 hours per day,
seven days per week) to 4 per shift, however it is not

expected to reduce the staff much further until after the last
servicing mission when they expect to implement some
form of full automation. Their latest command and control

system includes provisions for implementing a
GenIE/GenSAA based system. HST has, however had

some success in automating mission planning functions.



Conclusions

Clearly,missionoperationsautomationatGSFChasmade
great progress in the last five years. Many missions can

now monitor telemetry unattended, send routine

c_mmands and notify operators regarding anomalous

states. However, very few missions have automated their
rnission planning or commanding processes and none have

fully automated the trending process.
All missions in which automation has been highly

successful have included the FOT in the development

process. The most successful, IMAGE, included the FOT
in the integration and test process which produced not only

an extremely knowledgeable launch team, but also a
system which has been very successful in a short time. It

is expected that MAP will build on IMAGE's success and
will likely be the first fully automated control system

requiring no routine interaction by operators.
There are no apparent technological barriers to

implementing a highly automated MOCC. Full support

and participation by the FOT is paramount to automation
success regardless of the tools used to implement the
automation. The earlier the FOT is involved and the

earlier mission operations are addressed in the system
design, the more likely an automated MOCC will result.
Both the MAP and IMAGE missions have taken this

approach and are currently the most successful missions.

Each mission has taken a unique approach to automating
mission operations. On extended missions such as GRO

and RXTE on which a team of flight controllers developed
a definable expertise prior to automation, the expert system

approach has been highly successful. For missions in the
development phase, inclusion of the FOT can insure a

successfully automated MOCC as demonstrated by MAP
and IMAGE.

The ease with which a system can be automated depends
on the mission itself and, in particular on its mission

planning tasks. Additionally, the cost of automating
mission operations must be weighed against predicted
mission life, risk to the spacecraft or ground station if

response to an anomaly is delayed, required delivery time
tbr science data, and cost (in both dollars and

understanding) of a data loss. Only missions with very
simple mission planning tasks have succeeded in

automating the mission planning phase and the resulting
command upload phase. Those systems requiring detailed

mission planning are thus, by their nature, more difficult to
automate. In order to be successful, these missions must
look to new solutions for automation. No mission

interviewed has fully automated offline trending analysis
and no mission included response to even "routine"

anomalies via automated commanding.
There were various approaches to automation assessed in

this study, each of which has its place. It is clear that, for

simple missions (e.g.. MAP and IMAGE) a high degree of
automation can be achieved with procedural scripts.

t[o_ever, fi_r autt)matton of complex missions, simple
STOI_, scripts are not sufficient. There is clearly a need for

more intelligent systems leither rule- or state-based) if
robust autonomy for larger, more complex, missions such
as GRO and RXTE is to be acheived.

Recommendations

Based on the interviews and a study of available systems,

three areas are clearly in need of future research and
development with regards to fully automating mission

operations. They are: I) automation of mission planning

to the extent that direct commanding can result; 2) further
development of expert systems to the point where

autonomous commanding in response to anomalies can
occur; and 3) automation of offline analysis.

Expert systems and finite-state modeling systems should
continue to develop and expand their focus to include the

mission planning and commanding aspects of mission
operations. Spacecraft system developers should consider

building an expert system or a finite state model as a part

of their overall spacecraft system design and development
task.
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